Original Solutions for Structural and Functional Rehabilitation of Masonry Buildings
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Abstract- The paper presents strengthening solutions and elements of functional rehabilitation for a certain class of 2-4 storied historical buildings of masonry structure. In order to protect the ornamental plastering of the ceiling, an original technology of rehabilitation for large spanned timber slab structures was performed. The worked out technical solution was applied on several buildings. It is presented on the case of a historical building from the 19th century. This case also gives the opportunity to emphasizing the functional improvement of the building.
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1. Introduction

At the time of 17th to 19th centuries, from Baroque to Eclectic era, a large number of 2-4 storied masonry buildings were performed all across Middle-east Europe. Most of them public buildings are functioning even today. So there are the Palace of Justice in Odorheiu-Secuiesc (Figure 1) and the Palace of Justice in Miercurea-Ciuc (Figure 2), both in Transilvania.

Generally, the supporting structure of these buildings consists of: brick or/and stone-walls and pillars as vertical supporting elements, respectively brick and/or stone bridging elements like masonry arches and vaults, barrel vaults with metal beams or timber slabs as horizontal bearing structures [1], [2] and [3]. Many of these buildings present serious damages today, influencing the reliability of them concerning serviceability limit state and even ultimate limit state requirements [4].

In previous studies [5], [6] different types of historical masonry vaults and slab structures were defined and classified. Their characteristic deficiencies and damages were also put into evidence. A convenient and objective approach of the technical state of the building was proposed and solutions of strengthening were presented [7], [8].

At this time, the purpose is to present some special strengthening techniques corroborated with architectural and functional demands in the frame of the general rehabilitation of the building [9]. The necessity of functional improvement of the old buildings has to be also discussed. These purposes are developed through a significant case (Figure 1).

2. Description of the Building

2.1. Historical considerations

The Palace of Justice in Odorheiu-Secuiesc is a representative example of many administrative buildings constructed in Transilvania during the 19th century [10], [11]. These buildings responded to the main process of reorganizing and developing the whole system of justice. In this order, the Palace of Justice in Odorheiu-Secuiesc was finished and put in function in 1835 [12].

2.2. Structural and architectural description

The palace initially housed not only the trials, but also the prison. Consequently, the organization of the interior spaces corresponded to the functional requirements of that time. It is a two-storied building with basement (Figure 1).
The structure of the cellar is of masonry stone walls sustaining brick arches and vaults (Figure 3). It is to be mentioned the pronounced flatness of the brick arches. The examination of the masonry vaults and arches put into evidence two main aspects: cracks and breaks with detached bricks on the one hand and important vertical displacements on the other hand. Obviously, the vault system had to be discharged [17], [18]. For this purpose, a new independent slab system was performed over the initial bearing system (Figure 4). It consists in a reinforced concrete slab on metal beams leaning on the stone walls. So, the vaults and arches have to carry only their own weight. The detached and destroyed pieces of brick were replaced with new ones and the masonry joints were filled with lime mortar with powdered brick as hydraulic additive.

3.2. Consolidation of the timber slab system over the first floor

The ordinary timber slab over the ground floor and first floor consists in wooden beams bridging the shorter opening between the supporting masonry walls. Their diagnostic, repair and consolidation represented usual engineering tasks. The strengthening solution was: discovering the timber beams, replacing or repairing them, their treatment with antiseptic and fire protection substances, using them as shuttering for the new reinforced concrete slab [19]. The ventilation of the old timber slab was assured by providing a slit between the lower face of the old timber slab and the false ceiling attached to it. Holes of ventilation were provided along the perimeter and around the lamps.

The main technical problem was the rehabilitation of the slab system over the Great Judgement Hall on the first floor. Originally, it is a timber slab system covering a surface of 11.50 x 10.50 m2. The slab system consists in a girder network of main and secondary timber beams supported by the perimeter walls. A number of three main beams crosses a span of 10.50 m, placed at a distance of approximately 2.80 m one from the other, thus creating a number of four 2.80 m long openings for the secondary beams. Double boarding is fixed on the upper, respectively on the bottom face of the grid. The original ceiling was realized by a decorative plastering on a reed sheet fixed to the inferior boarding. On its upper side the slab structure was completed with thermal slag insulation and brick covering.
Fig. 4. Consolidation of the slab system over the basement

Fig. 5. Plastering in stucco of the ceiling

The most inconvenient phenomenon was the great deflection of the slab, respectively of the main beams. The measured vertical displacements at the middle of the beams were between 11 and 14 cm. This phenomenon caused serious damages, i.e., visible cracks in the ornamental stucco plastering of the ceiling (Figure 5).

The aim was to find a technique of intervention to diminish the deflections saving the ornamental plastering of the ceiling too. For this purpose it was necessary to bring the timber slab back near to its initial form [20], [21]. In this respect, at first, the slab has been discharged taking away the vertical loading given by the floor (thermal insulation and bricks). Secondly, the middle of the main beams had to be lifted for diminishing the vertical deflections. The solution was to build over each main timber beam an independent reinforced concrete girder (Figure 6) supported by the marginal walls.

Fig. 6. Lifting girder

An additional temporary sustaining system was conceived to sustain the shuttering, the reinforcement and the cast concrete of the lifting girder. It consists in a triangular timber structure with a tie-rod (Figure 7 and Figure 8) to which the vertical loading is transferred by a series of vertical metal bars.

A transverse section of the whole lifting system, after striking the reinforced concrete girder, is presented in Figure 9.

Fig. 7. Additional supporting structure of the lifting girder–design

Fig. 8. Additional supporting structure of the lifting girder–photo

Fig. 9. Transverse section of the lifting system
The operation of lifting can be performed in two ways:

(a) Lifting the slab before casting the girder, using the additional timber structure for lifting; in this way the bottoming of the two lifting bars is made automatically by the concrete hardening; a relatively short time for the operation can be assured (7-8 days);

(b) Lifting after the execution of the reinforced concrete girder; the lifting bars pass through the girder by former embedded tubes; it has the advantage of a perfectly controlled way of lifting and bottoming the lifting bars on the girder surface by screwed devices; the time of operation is relatively long because of the hardening time of the concrete;

In this way the middle of the main beams could be lifted with 8 – 9 cm without displacements of the supports. This rising of the axes of the beams was enough to close the cracks of the ornamental plastering and finally permitted a proper restoration of the ceiling.

3.3. Functional rehabilitation

For improving the circulation flux in the building and also responding to the actual requirements concerning emergency evacuation, a new staircase was added to the old building [22], [23]. The originality of the solution consists in the fact that the architect didn’t try to take again the initial style of the building [24], [25]. On contrary, aiming to a maximum functional and structural efficiency, a very modern solution in reinforced concrete and glass was adopted (Figure 10, Figure 11).

4. Conclusions

The study put into evidence one of the major dilemma of the rehabilitation process: the necessary balance between preserving the valuable historical characteristics of an old building and today’s requirements concerning the safety, serviceability and functionality of the building.

The paper presents an original technical solution for consolidating large spanned timber slab structures saving architectural values as well. The solution consists in diminishing the vertical deflection of the slab by using a special lifting system.

Modern architectural solutions can be successfully used in order to improve the functionality of the historical buildings, without disturbing, on the contrary, emphasizing their historical character.
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